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Abstract

This paper proposes a scheme of re-
interpreting rules for recognizing named
entities(NE) by estimating probability
of NE-tag assignment about every sub-
pattern in each rule. An NE rule is usu-
ally consist of a matching pattern and an
NE assignment. However, it is not easy
to create such NE rules by paying atten-
tion to both of them. Especially, it is
hard for humans to take account of all
of possible NE assignment for a pattern.
Thus, in our re-interpretation, we �rstly
discard all of NE assignment information
and use matching patterns only as detec-
tors of word sequence. The assignment
of NE tags for each matching pattern is
newly obtained in probabilistic form by
examining every portion of training cor-
pora which matches with the pattern.
Since probability of NE-tag assignment
is provided for every sub-pattern in each
original pattern, all of sub-patterns may
contribute to �nding the globally opti-
mum assignment of NE tags.

1 Introduction

Information extraction is one of the impor-
tant technologies to obtain useful information
from a huge amount of documents available
in machine readable form. Since identi�ca-
tion of named entities(NEs) plays a fundamental
role in information extraction, many researchers
have been engaged in the development of high-
performance NE recognizers. NE recognition
task is also one of the main tasks in Mes-
sage Understanding Conferences(MUC-6 program
committee, 1996; MUC-7 program committee,
1998), MET and IREX-NE task(IREX Commit-
tee, 1999). Through those conferences, it has been
shown that NE recognizers based on handcrafted
rules are superior to other types of systems.
An NE rule is usually consist of a matching pat-

tern and an NE assignment. However, it is not
easy to create such NE rules by paying attention
to both of them. Especially, it is hard for humans
to take account of all of possible NE assignment
for a pattern.
As a way to cope with the problem, in this

paper, we propose a scheme of re-interpretation
of NE rules by estimating probability of NE-tag
assignment about every sub-pattern in each rule.

Altough the main target of our scheme are hand-
crafted rules, it can be apply to other types of
NE rules which comes from other sources, like the
result of automated rule generation.
The main idea of our scheme is that each NE

rule can be regarded as the combination of the
following two independent functions, and thus,
mechanisms which realize those functions can be
derived from di�erent sources.

Word sequence detection: Detecting some
useful sequences of words by matching them
with a pattern, which is usually a sequence
of sub-patterns.

NE tag assignment: Assigning NE tag(s) to a
part/whole of the detected word sequences.

In the process of hand-crafting NE rules, hu-
mans usually assign at most one NE tags to (sub-
)patters, namely in deterministic way, because we
do not take account of all possibility of NE-tag
assignment in large number of examples. Thus,
such NE tag assignment is not comprehensive and
has potentially a lot of exceptions.
Accordingly, in our re-interpretation, we �rstly

discard all of NE assignment information. Only
patterns are used as word sequence detectors. The
assignment of NE tags for each matching pattern
is newly obtained in probabilistic form by thor-
oughly examining every portion of training cor-
pora, which are annotated with NE-tags by hand.
Since probability of NE-tag assignment is pro-
vided for every sub-pattern in each original pat-
tern, all of sub-patterns may contribute to �nding
the globally optimum assignment of NE tags.
Therefore, our scheme can be regarded as the

integration of 1) humans' speciality, namely, com-
plicated pattern generation, and 2) computers'
speciality, namely, probabilistic estimation with
large corpora.

2 General Scheme of Probabilistic
NE Recognition

In this section, we describe a general scheme of
probabilistic NE recognizer.

2.1 General Scheme of NE Recognition

As shown in Figure 1, the general function of an
NE recognizer is to assign a pair of NE tags (the
right column of Figure 1) to each word in the input
text (the left column of Figure 1). By tokenizer,
morphological analyzer and part-of-speech (POS)
tagger, the text is tokenized into a sequence of



words, or morphemes, and each morpheme is at-
tached some helpful information for the NE recog-
nizer, such as a POS information. The sequence
of tuples of morpheme and other information is an
input of the NE recognizer (the left column of Fig-
ure 1). The NE recognizer selects one pair of NE
tags for each word depending on its process. The
pair consists of the NE tag at the start point of the
word and the NE tag at the end point of the word.
The sequence of pairs is the output of NE recog-
nizer(the right column of Figure 1). Since one NE
can consist of more than one word, a tag repre-
sents the role of a word in an NE. Namely, tags
with suÆxes `-st',`-md' and `-ed' represent the
start, middle and end point of an NE. In Figure
1, the output shows that the sequence of Word4,
Word5 and Word6 makes one NE PER(PERSON).

Input Output
Morpheme Info Start End
------------ -------------
Word1 Art None None
Word2 Noun None None
Word3 Verb None None
Word4 Noun ==process=> PER-st PER-md
Word5 Noun PER-md PER-md
Word6 Noun PER-md PER-ed
Word7 Prep None None

: : :

Figure 1: General scheme of NE system

In the rest of this section, we will describe two
types of process for NE recognition. First one is
a traditional rule-based system. Second one is a
system based on probability, which we adopted.
Note that this type of probability-based systems

also have been proposed by several researchers
such as (Sekine et al., 1998; Borthwic, 1999). The
scheme described in this section can be considered
as a generalization of schemes proposed by those
former researches.
To the scheme of probability-based systems,

our main contribution is that we propose a re-
interpretation of NE rules and make all sub-
patterns of NE rules contribute to `local assign-
ment of probability of NE' described in Section
2.3.

2.2 Traditional rule-based NE system

In the traditional rule-based NE systems, each NE
rule performs as a small NE recognizer. For exam-
ple, let us consider the NE rule shown in Figure
2. The �rst column contains the serial numbers of
sub-patterns, which are used for explanation only.
The second column contains the sequence of sub-
patterns which represents the sequence we want
to detect in the input. Each sub-pattern is usu-
ally one or more iterations of a morpheme pattern
which matches with a pair of word and supple-
mental information like POS in the input. In de-
scription of patterns, we use the Perl-like notation,
which is a variant of the regular expression, such
as `*' for zero-or-more time iteration, `+' for one-
or-more time iteration, `?' for zero-or-one time
iteration and `[...]' for a character class, which
matches with one character in the bracket(Wall
et al., 1996). The third column contains the NE
tags which are associated with the sub-patterns
in the same row. When some sequence in input
matches with the sequence of sub-patterns, the

rule �res and outputs corresponding NE tags for
the morphemes. In this example, when the se-
quence of all sub-patterns 1 to 7 is matched with
some sequence of the input pairs, the sequence of
input pairs matched with the sub-pattern 1 are as-
signed the NE tags `PER-'(PERSON), similarly the
sequence matched with the sub-pattern 6 and 7
are assigned the NE tags `ORG-'(ORGANIZATION).
We call this type of system `deterministic NE

rule system', because NE tag assignment is deter-
ministically performed only when an NE rules is
applicable.

-- ------------------- -----------------
No. Sub-pattern NE tag assignment

Morpheme Info Start End
-- ------------------- -----------------
1 ([A-Z][a-z]* Noun)+ PER-st PER-ed
2 (, Punc)
3 ((a|the) Art)?
4 ([a-z]+ Noun)+
5 (of Prep)
6 ([A-Z][a-z]* Noun)+ ORG-st ORG-md
7 (Corp. Noun) ORG-md ORG-ed
-- ------------------- -----------------

Figure 2: An example of NE rule for English text,

which detects the word sequence ` 1 , a . . . of 2
Corp.' and assigns the NE tags PER and ORG to

the sequences corresponding to 1 and ` 2 Corp.',
respectively.

2.3 NE system based on Probability

The di�erence between probability-based NE sys-
tems and other types of systems is found in NE
tag assignment. NE tag assignment of probability-
based systems consists of two stages: Local assign-
ment of probability of NE tags and Global selec-
tion of most plausible sequence of NE tags.
In the �rst stage, a system of this type assigns

each morpheme, not one plausible NE tag, but the
probabilities of all of NE tag candidates. Each
probability is associated with one tag, and it rep-
resents how often the tag appears at the position.
The second column of Figure 3 is an example of
the local assignment of probability. Since we have
to take account of all possibility for tag assign-
ment, the tag `NONE' is introduced to represent
that any NE tags are assigned to the position.
In the second stage, to generate the �nal out-

put like the third column of Figure 3, the sys-
tem globally �nds the most plausible sequence of
NE tags under the adjacency constraint. Usu-
ally, Viterbi algorithm is used to �nd the opti-
mum path. The adjacency constraint consists of
some rules to maintain the consistency of NE se-
quence. For example, the next NE tag of the tag
`PER-st'(PERSON start) must be one of the tags
`PER-ed' (PERSON end) or `PER-md'(PERSON
middle).
One of the preferable features of this scheme is

that the result of several di�erent types of NE rec-
ognizers can be locally integrated into the proba-
bility of NE tags at each morpheme. Therefore, a
multi-strategic system can be constructed in the
probabilistic way. Although there are several ways
to integrate probabilities derived from di�erent
evidences, our system uses the average of prob-
abilities because of its simplicity.



------------- -------------------------------- -------------
Input Probability for each NE tag Output

Morpheme Info Start End Start End
------------- -------------------------------- -------------

: : : : :
Word1 Art (.0 .0 .0 .0 1.)(.0 .0 .0 .0 1.) None None
Word2 Noun (.1 .0 .1 .0 .8)(.0 .1 .0 .1 .8) None None
Word3 Verb (.0 .0 .0 .0 1.)(.0 .0 .0 .0 1.) None None
Word4 Noun (.5 .1 .2 .1 .1)(.1 .5 .1 .2 .1) PER-st PER-md
Word5 Noun (.3 .5 .0 .0 .2)(.3 .5 .0 .0 .2) PER-md PER-md
Word6 Noun (.4 .4 .0 .0 .2)(.6 .3 .0 .0 .2) PER-md PER-ed
Word7 Prep (.0 .0 .0 .0 1.)(.0 .0 .0 .0 1.) None None

: : : :
: : : :

------------ -------------------------------- -------------
Start: (p(PER-st) p(PER-md) p(ORG-st) p(ORG-md) p(None))
End : (p(PER-ed) p(PER-md) p(ORG-ed) p(ORG-md) p(None))

Figure 3: General scheme of Probability-based system

3 Probabilistic Re-interpretation
of NE Rules for Probabilistic NE
Rule Systems

In this section, we describe a probabilistic re-
interpretation of NE rules. With the re-
interpretation we can not only weave all possibil-
ity of NE assignment into NE rules in probabilistic
way, but also harmonize NE rules with other types
of probabilistic NE recognizers, which are main-
stream of recognizer based on machine learning.
This is the main contribution of us.

3.1 Re-interpretation of NE Rules

As described before, the function of NE rule can
be decomposed into two sub-functions: word se-
quence detection and NE tag assignment. For ex-
ample, in Figure 2, the �rst function `word se-
quence detection' is found in the sequence of sub-
patterns in second column. The second function
`NE tag assignment' can be seen in the relation
between each sub-pattern and the NE tag in the
last column.
When we make such rules by hand, we consider

both of those functions simultaneously. Since we
cannot take account of the probability of the NE
tag assignment in large number of example, we
have no choice but to select, at most, one plau-
sible NE tag for each sub-pattern. That is, NE
assignment made by hand unwillingly becomes de-
terministic. Consequently, the important part in
making NE rules is the accurate description of se-
quence detectors, or patterns, to exclude matching
with undesirable word sequence. However, it is
hard for human beings to keep the pattern from
exceptions by seeing huge number of examples.
Moreover, we usually gives NE tag assignments to
not all of sub-patterns but only a few of them,
because we cannot pick up uncertain assignments
for the same reason described above.
The problem comes from deterministic assign-

ment of NE tags, especially, in the case of main-
taining rules fully by hand. When we use NE rules
made by hand with deterministic assignment of
NE tags, the examples which are not consistent
with the NE assignment of a rule must be the ex-
eptions, and do not contribute to NE assignment.
However, such instances show other possibilities
of NE assignment, even though their probability
is not so high. Therefore, the NE tag assignment
should be expressed in some manner in which all
possible candidates of assignment are maintained.
Conversely, if we introduce the way to deal

with the non-deterministic assignment of NE tags,
the following things are expected because we can
weave all possibility of NE assignment into NE
rules.

� With other resources, we can give the in-
formation about NE assignment for all sub-
patterns even if some of them originally do
not have NE assignment. Thus, we would
make full use of patterns.

� We can use patterns which are not so accurate
in NE detection.

� We are able to �lter out rules having poor-
quality for deterministic use, if we can obtain
probabilistic distribution of NE assignment.

As non-deterministic assignment, we use prob-
abilistic NE assignment described in Section 2.3.
Since humans cannot estimate probability for NEs
with a large corpus, we �rstly discard all of NE as-
signment information on NE rules. Only patterns
are used as word sequence detectors. Therefore,
users do not have to describe the NE assignment
anymore in our scheme. What remains for users
is to describe the structure of sequence detectors,
or patterns, to �nd some peculiar contexts.
Probabilistic assignment of NE for each pat-

terns are estimated with a given corpus. The pro-
cess is described in the next section.

3.2 Estimate of Probability of NE
assignment

Fortunately, there are several corpora annotated
with NE-tags by hand. Using such corpora as
training data, we can estimate probabilities of NE
tag assignment at every sub-pattern in the pat-
tern.
The algorithm to estimate probabilities of NE

tag assignment of a pattern is straightforward as
described bellow:

� Preparation

Prepare a set of counters `NE counters' for
each sub-patterns. Each counter corresponds
to one NE tag.

� Counting

1. Find the next portion of corpus which is
matched with the pattern. If there is not
such portion, then end the counting.



2. If there is an NE tag at the position of a
sub-pattern, increase the corresponding
NE counter of the sub-pattern.

3. If there is no NE tag at the position of
a sub-pattern, increase the special NE
counter `NONE' of the sub-pattern.

4. Goto Step 1.

� Deriving Probability

The probability that an NE tag appears at
the position of a sub-pattern is simply esti-

mated as
Count of a NE tag

Total count of all NE tags
.

The actual data structure is more complicated
than described above. Since one sub-pattern may
be an iteration of a basic pattern and may be
matched with more-than-one words, we have to
maintain the probabilities of NE tags appearing
not only at the beginning and ending of one word,
but also at the middle words of word sequence.
Thus we describe the probability information for
each sub-pattern as a quadruplet of list of prob-
abilities. In our system, members in a quadru-
plet are labeled with the position names: ST(start
position of the word sequence), ED(end position),
MD-ST(start of a middle word in the sequence)
and MD-ED(end of a middle word in the sequence).
Those labels correspond to position names of NE
tags in a word sequence, as shown in Figure 4.
Each list of probabilities in the quadruplet rep-
resents probabilities of NE tag candidates at the
corresponding position described above.

ST MD-ED MD-ST MD-ED ... MD-ST MD-ED

MD-ST ED

Figure 4: Position names of NE tags in a word
sequence (each box represents one word)

Another technical issue is the smoothing. In the
estimation of probability, we are usually su�ering
from the sparseness of data. For example, there
are some cases in which the probabilities of almost
all candidates of NE tags become zero. Such zero
probability is the main cause of problem that we
can not �nd the globally optimum assignment of
NE tags. In order to avoid this problem, we use
a smoothing method, called `M-estimate' de�ned
as follows(Mitchell, 1997):

p0(T ) =
freq(T ) +M � p(T )

n+M
; (1)

M = m � n;

where p0(T ) is the estimated probability that the
NE tag T appears at the position, n is the fre-
quency that the rule is applicable, freq(T ) is the
frequency of the NE tag T appearing at the po-
sition, p(T ) is the prior probability that the tag
T appears in corpora, and m is the parameter to
balance two factors freq(T ) and p(T ).
Figure 5 shows an example of probabilistic NE

assignment. Since the combination of a pattern
and probabilistic NE assignment can be regarded
as a new NE rule, we call this type of data struc-
ture `probabilistic NE rule.'

3.3 Application of Probabilistic NE
Rules to Unseen texts

We can use probabilistic NE rules to locally assign
probabilistic distribution of NE tags to a certain
word in unseen texts. In general, more than one
NE rules may be applied to one word, that is,
there may be several evidences of NE tags for one
word. Therefore, the �nal local probability of NE
tag candidates for a word should be calculated by
combining those plural distributions of probabil-
ity. Among various ways to make a combination,
we use an arithmetical mean, which is the simplest
method.
Once all of local probabilities of NE tag candi-

dates are �xed, Viterbi algorithm will be used to
�nd the globally optimum assignment of NE tags.

4 Features of our Scheme

Our scheme described above has, at least, two new
and strong features that have never found in the
NE recognizers proposed so far:

� Usually, in handcrafted rules, only one NE
tag can be assigned to one sub-pattern.
Sometimes, however, individual NE rules
generate inconsistent results. To remedy this
situation, in our scheme, the system can of-
fer multiple NE tag candidates having their
own probability for one word, and those can-
didates can be used to �nd a globally opti-
mum assignment of NE tags through Viterbi
algorithm.

� The system can estimate the probability of
NE tag candidates at the position to which
the rule developer does not assign any tags.
That is, every sub-pattern in NE rules con-
tributes to �nding a globally optimum assign-
ment of NE tags.

Based on those features, we expect the following
points:

Expectation 1: Our probability-based scheme
of NE rules will have the same or better ef-
fectiveness than traditional rule-based deter-
ministic NE systems.

Expectation 2: In the deterministic use of NE
rules, if the quality of some of NE rules is not
good, those rules deteriorate the total e�ec-
tiveness of the NE recognizer. However, in
our scheme, the quality of each rule is evalu-
ated with NE-tagged corpora and the result
of evaluation is preserved as probability of
assignment of NE tags. The sub-pattern in
low quality will be assigned discounted prob-
ability. Therefore, we will be able to use
automatically generated NE rules, which are
usually made from corpora, as well as hand-
crafted rules.

Expectation 3: Based on the probability distri-
bution of NE assignment, we will be able to
�lter out poor-quality NE rules to improve
the e�ectiveness of the whole NE rule set.
After that, if we prefer deterministic rules
only, we may remove probability information
from each rules by selecting most plausible
NE tags. NE rules in deterministic style do
not require special processing like the best
path search by Viterbi algorithm, and can be
translated into more eÆcient form like �nite
state transducers(Roche and Schabes, 1997).



--- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
No. Sub-pattern Probabilities of NE tag assignment

Morpheme Info
--- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
1 ([A-Z][a-z]* Noun)+ ST:(.9 .1 .0 .0 .0), ED:(1. .0 .0 .0 .0),

MD-ST:(.2 .8 .0 .0 .0), MD-ED:(.3 .7 .0 .0 .0)
2 (, Punc) ST:(.0 .0 .0 .0 1.), ED:(.0 .0 .0 .0 1.), MD-ST:, MD-ED:
3 ((a|the) Art)? :
4 (.* Noun)+ :
5 (of Prep) :
6 ([A-Z][a-z]* Noun)+ ST:(.0 .0 .9 .1 .0), ED:(.0 .0 .0 1. .0),

MD-ST:(.0 .2 .0 .8 .0), MD-ED:(.0 .2 .0 .8 .0)
7 (Corp. Noun) ST:(.0 .0 .0 1. .0), ED:(.0 .0 1. .0 .0), MD-ST:, MD-ED:
--- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------

ST : (p(PER-st) p(PER-md) p(ORG-st) p(ORG-md) p(None))
ED : (p(PER-ed) p(PER-md) p(ORG-ed) p(ORG-md) p(None))
MD-ST: (p(PER-st) p(PER-md) p(ORG-st) p(ORG-md) p(None))
MD-ED: (p(PER-ed) p(PER-md) p(ORG-ed) p(ORG-md) p(None))

Figure 5: An example of probabilistic NE assignment

Expectation 4: The result of recognizing NEs
will be able to be easily integrated with re-
sults of other probability-based schemes in
probabilistic way, such as an arithmetical
mean of probability. The e�ectiveness of the
integrated system is expected to be higher
than original ones.

In the following sections, we will examine the
above expectations through several experiments.

5 Condition of Experiments

We use the following three Japanese corpora
with NE tags, which are distributed in IREX-NE
task(IREX Committee, 1999). Note that their
contents are mutually disjunctive.

� CRL NE data set(CRL corpus, hereafter):
1174 articles of Mainichi-shinbun Newspaper.

� IREX-NE training data set in topic of
arrest(ARREST corpus): 23 articles of
Mainichi-shinbun Newspaper.

� IREX-NE formal-run data set of general
topics (GENERAL corpus): 72 articles of
Mainichi-shinbun Newspaper, which con-
tain 361 ORGANIZATIONs, 338 PERSONs, 413
LOCATIONs, 48 ARTIFACTs, 260 DATEs, 54
TIMEs, 15 MONEYs and 21 PERCENTs.

In the following examinations, we use CRL cor-
pus and ARREST corpus as the training data
set, and GENERAL corpus as the test data set.
Each corpus is segmented and pos-tagged by JU-
MAN 3.6(Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998) which is a
Japanese morphological analyzer. In smoothing,
we use 0.2 for the parameter m of (1).

6 General E�ectiveness of our
Scheme

In order to examine Expectation 1, we compare
the e�ectiveness of our probability-based system
with the normal deterministic NE rule system. In
this comparison, both of those systems use the
same set of NE rules, which we handcrafted for
IREX-NE task by examining mainly CRL corpus.
Hereafter we refer to the set of NE rules as `IREX-
NE rule set'. The condition of this comparison is
as follows:

Deterministic NE rule system:
Deterministic Scheme and IREX-NE rule
set.

Our probabilistic NE rule system:
Probability-Based scheme, IREX-NE rule set
and the probabilistic NE assignment derived
form CRL corpus and ARREST corpus.

Test set: GENERAL corpus.

Table 1 and Table 2 are the results of the deter-
ministic NE rule system and our probabilistic NE
rule system, respectively. The label `All' in those
tables corresponds to the case that all of NE tags
are considered in evaluation. Those tables show
that, in the case that the NE rules are constructed
by hand, our probability-based scheme of NE rules
has the almost same e�ectiveness as the determin-
istic NE rule system. This result supports our
Expectation 1.

Table 1: E�ectiveness of Deterministic NE rule
system

Recall Precision F-measure

ORGANIZATION 44.99 76.75 56.73
PERSON 49.86 56.91 53.15
LOCATION 61.06 72.36 66.23
ARTIFACT 4.08 15.38 6.45
DATE 88.04 83.79 85.86
TIME 96.55 76.71 85.49
MONEY 86.67 86.67 86.67
PERCENT 80.95 100 89.47
All 59.34 72.19 65.14

7 E�ectiveness for Poor-quality
NE Rules

In order to examine Expectation 2, we prepared
poor-quality NE rules for `PERSON', which are
semi-automatically and exhaustively derived form
the CRL corpus as described in Section 7.1. We
compare our probabilistic NE rule system with the
deterministic NE rule system on the same condi-
tion that the set of poor-quality NE rules is used.

7.1 Exhaustive NE Rules for `PERSON'

We consider three types of NE rules for `PERSON.'
One rule and two templates for rules are shown in



Table 2: E�ectiveness of Probabilistic NE rule sys-
tem

Recall Precision F-measure

ORGANIZATION 41.39 74.19 53.14
PERSON 52.68 57.72 55.08
LOCATION 65.38 71.77 68.43
ARTIFACT 4.08 33.33 7.27
DATE 87.68 78.57 82.88
TIME 87.93 96.23 91.89
MONEY 86.67 86.67 86.67
PERCENT 80.95 100 89.47
All 59.85 71.65 65.22

Table 3: POS marks used in NE rules for PERSON
P: Noun which is analyzed as a part of PERSON by

the morphological analyzer
H: Noun which appears in the pre�x dictionary
T: Noun which appears in the suÆx dictionary
N: Noun which does not appear in either the pre-

�x or suÆx dictionaries
S: One of other suÆxes of Nouns
O: Word other than Noun

Figure 6,7 and 8. The templates generate many
NE rules for `PERSON.' The rule No.1 in Figure 6
�nds the word sequence of PERSON by expanding
the extent of PERSON, from one word which is an-
alyzed as a part of PERSON by the morphological
analyzer, into a possible series of words. The rule
generated by the template No.1 in Figure 7 �nds
PERSON by spotting a suÆx expression of PERSON
and expanding the extent of word sequence back-
ward. In the contrast to that, the rule generated
by the template No.2 in Figure 8 �nds PERSON
by spotting a pre�x expression of PERSON and ex-
panding the extent of word sequence forward.
Since pre�x and suÆx expressions of PERSON are

used in those rules, those rules need some prepro-
cessing which spots the expressions in the target
text. To do that, we make a pre�x dictionary and
a suÆx dictionary of PERSON. The pre�x dictio-
nary of PERSON contains all of words which ap-
pear just before NEs of PERSON in the training
corpora. The suÆx dictionary of PERSON contains
all of words which appear just after NEs of PERSON
in the training corpora. With the dictionaries and
POS information given by the morphological ana-
lyzer, the preprocessing program add one of POS
marks described in Table 3 to each morpheme. In
Figure 7 and 8, Prefix or Suffix is one of the
expressions in the pre�x or suÆx dictionaries, re-
spectively.
From those rules and templates, we obtained

3115 NE rules for `PERSON'. Hereafter, we refer
to this rule set as `PERSON rule set'. Note that
some of expressions in the pre�x and suÆx dictio-
naries may appear around word sequences of other
NEs or non-NE words. Therefore, the quality of
the rule set derived by this method is not so high.

7.2 NE Results of both Methods

On the condition described below, we compare the
e�ectiveness of both methods.

Deterministic NE rule system:
Deterministic Scheme and PERSON rule set.

--- --------------- -----------------
No. Sub-pattern NE tag assignment

Morpheme Info Start End
--- --------------- -----------------
1 (.+ N)+ PER-st PER-md
2 .+ P PER-md PER-md
3 (.+ N)+ PER-md PER-ed
--- --------------- -----------------

Figure 6: NE rule No.1 for `PERSON'

--- --------------- -----------------
No. Sub-pattern NE tag assignment

Morpheme Info Start End
--- --------------- -----------------
1 .+ [OH]
2 (.+ N )+ PER-ST PER-ED
3 Suffix [TS]
--- --------------- -----------------

Figure 7: NE rule template No.1 for `PERSON'

Our probabilistic NE rule system
Probability-Based scheme, PERSON rule set
and the probabilistic NE assignment derived
form CRL corpus and ARREST corpus.

Test set: GENERAL corpus.

Table 4 shows that the result of the determin-
istic NE rule system has high recall rate but pre-
cision rate is very low. On the other hand, in the
result of our probabilistic NE rule system shown
in Table 5, the precision rate is improved and the
F-measure increases by about 10 point to 65.08.
This result supports our Expectation 2.

8 Filtering out Poor-quality NE
Rules

In order to examine Expectation 3, we conduct an
experiment about �ltering NE rules based on the
entropy of probabilistic distribution of NE tags on
the patterns.

8.1 Entropy of Probabilistic Distribution
of NE Tags on Patterns

As we described in Section 3.2, each sub-pattern
has a quadruplet of list of probability, each mem-
ber of which is labeled with one of position names,
ST(start position of the word sequence), ED(end
position), MD-ST(start of a middle word in the
sub-pattern) and MD-ED (end of a middle word in
the sub-pattern). Each information labeled with
a position name contains a list of probability of
NE tag candidates. Thus, we can easily com-
pute the entropy of the probability distribution
for each position. Since the entropy shows the uni-
formity of the distribution, a low entropy means
that the sub-pattern contributes to identifying the

--- --------------- -----------------
No. Sub-pattern NE tag assignment

Morpheme Info Start End
--- --------------- -----------------
1 Prefix H
2 (.+ N)+ PER-st PER-ed
3 .+ [STO]
--- --------------- -----------------

Figure 8: NE rule template No.2 for `PERSON'



Table 4: Result for PERSON with the deterministic
NE rules

Recall Precision F-measure
71.27 45.67 55.67

Table 5: Result for PERSON with the probabilistic
NE rules

Recall Precision F-measure
61.41 69.21 65.08

most likely NE tag. Note that each NE rule has
several sub-patterns and each sub-pattern has a
quadruplet of probability information. Therefore,
we de�ne `entropy of NE rule' as the average of
the entropy values of all positions in the rule. We
expect that by removing high entropy NE rules we
can re�ne the set of NE rules and the re�ned rule
set achieves good e�ectiveness even if the rule set
is used in traditional deterministic NE rule sys-
tem.

8.2 Filtering based on Entropy of NE
Rules

We performed an experiment of �ltering with
PERSON rule set in Section 7.1.
Firstly, the entropy of each NE rule is calcu-

lated, then we remove NE rules whose entropy is
more than several predetermined threshold values.
Secondly, each of �ltered set of rules is examined
on the condition as follows:

System: Deterministic Scheme and �ltered PER-
SON rule set. In �ltering, the probabilistic
NE assignment derived form CRL corpus and
ARREST corpus is used.

Test set: GENERAL corpus.

As known from the result shown in Table 6, the
F-measure is improved by about 11 point after
�ltering out NE rules whose entropy is more than
0.2. This result supports our Expectation 3.

9 Combining Probabilistic NE
Rules with other Schemes

Since, as described in Section 3.3, the probabilistic
NE rule system usually utilizes several evidences,
it is easy to add new source of evidence. We can
use the output of any types of NE recognizers, as
long as the output is in the form of probability.
In this section, in order to examine Expectation

4, we combine our probabilistic NE rule system
with a machine-leaning-based NE recognizer we
developed(Matsuo and Mori, 1999).

9.1 NE recognizer based on Decision
Tree Learning

The principle of the machine-leaning-based sys-
tem is the same as the system proposed in
Sekine(Sekine et al., 1998). Those systems �rstly
make a decision tree(Quinlan, 1993) from NE-
tagged corpora. The decision tree classi�es a tri-
gram of words with POS information into several
predetermined `NE classes', which correspond to
leaves of the tree. The `NE class', in this scheme,

is not an NE tag but a list of probability of NE
tags, which is the same type of information as the
probabilistic NE assignment in this paper.
The machine-leaning-based system is similar to

Sekine's system, but improved. It uses the EDR
concept dictionary(Japan Electrronic Dictionary
Research Institute, 1995), which is one of the
largest thesauri for Japanese, to generalize words
into more general concepts in order to improve the
recall.
Table 7 shows the result of recognizing PERSONs

only with the system based on decision tree learn-
ing.

Table 7: NE recognizer based on decision tree

Recall Precision F-measure
70.12 71.17 70.64

9.2 Combining Probabilities of NE Tags

We made an experiment to combine the prob-
abilistic NE rule systems and the decision-tree
based system on the following condition.

Decision-tree based system: Decision-tree
made from CRL corpus and ARREST
corpus.

Probabilistic NE rule system Probability-
Based scheme, PERSON rule set and the
probabilistic NE assignment derived form
CRL corpus and ARREST corpus.

Test set: GENERAL corpus.

Combination method in the experiment is very
simple. We regard the decision-tree as one of NE
rules in the probabilistic NE rule system, and com-
bine probability by an arithmetical mean as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.
As shown in Table 8, the combination improves

the F-measure in comparison with the results of
both component systems shown in Table 5 and Ta-
ble 7. Although precisions was little bit degraded,
recalls increase signi�cantly from 8 to 16 point.

Table 8: Result of Combination

Recall Precision F-measure
77.81 67.96 72.25

10 Related Works

There has been amount of research concerning
with NE task in conferences like MUC and MET
in TIPSTER Project and IREX-NE in Japan.
Generally speaking, there are two types of ap-
proaches, namely, handcrafted NE rules and ma-
chine learning.
The approach based on handcrafted NE rules

is widely used and acheves high performance. In
some systems, those NE rules are converted into
the �nite state transducers in order to achieve
higher eÆciency(Roche and Schabes, 1997). From
the viewpoint of re�nement of handcrafted NE
rules, Nobata(Nobata and Sekine, 1998) proposes
the system which has an interface for users to edit



Table 6: Filtering based on Entropy of NE rules

Threshold 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 No �ltering

Recall 64.23 64.51 67.89 67.89 67.89 71.27
Precision 65.71 65.43 64.96 60.86 58.50 45.67

F-measure 64.96 64.97 66.39 64.18 62.85 55.67

NE rules interactively according to the result of
pattern matching with an input example sentence.
As for machine learning, there are systems

based on di�erent types of learning method,
for example, decision tree learning (Sekine et
al., 1998; Matsuo and Mori, 1999), maxi-
mum entropy method(Borthwic, 1999), hidden
Markov model(Freitag and McCallum, 1999).
Freitag(Freitag, 1998) also developed a multi-
strategic learning model of NE which integrates
three di�erent learning method in terms of regres-
sion models.
In contrast, our scheme can be used in many

ways to contribute to those approaches. As for
rule based approach, our method would provide
with one measure of e�ectiveness of NE rules. It
may be helpful not only in the case of �ltering out
poor-quality NE rules as described in this paper,
but also in the case of revision of NE rules with
some user interfaces. As for machine learning ap-
proaches, our scheme o�ers a way to integrate NE
rules into other schemes of probability-based ma-
chine learning.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we described a probabilistic re-
interpretation of NE rules based on NE-tagged
corpora. We also showed that our scheme has
some good features including �ltering NE rules
and provides the easy way to integrate it with
other schemes.
The following points should be parts of our fu-

ture works.

� Experiments of integration with other types
of leaning schemes, e.g. learning based on
maximum entropy method.

� Detailed experiments with NE rules for not
only `PERSON' but also other NE tags.
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